Making Connections Lab Report

Title - The Effect of ________________________________ on Clothespin Squeezing Rate (CSR).

Problem - How does ________________________________ affect CSR?

Hypothesis - We think that ________________________________ will _____________ CSR

Materials
- Clothespin
- Clock

Dependent Variable - CSR
Independent Variable - ________________________________

Procedure
1. Gather subjects for you experiment
2. Have the subjects squeeze a clothespin for 30 seconds
3. Record the data
4. Specific to each experiment (activity and time)
5. Have the subjects squeeze a clothespin for 30 seconds
6. Record the data
7. Take the average for the before exercise and the after exercise
8. Make a histogram showing the before and after results

Data - see attached
   Data chart - before and after
   Histogram - before and after
Conclusion - was hypothesis right? Support with data

Suggestions for improvement - 1 source of error and 1 improvement

Suggestions for further research - 3 other activities